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Growth of the first permanent Antarctic ice sheets at the Eocene−Oligocene Transition (EOT), ∼33.7 

million years ago, indicates a major climate shift within long-term Cenozoic cooling. The driving 

mechanisms that set the stage for this glaciation event are not well constrained, however, owing to 

large uncertainties in temperature reconstructions during the Eocene, especially at lower latitudes. 

To address this deficiency, we used recent developments in coccolith biogeochemistry to reconstruct 

equatorial Atlantic sea surface temperature (SST) and atmospheric pCO2 values from pelagic 

sequences preceding and spanning the EOT. We found significantly more variability in equatorial SSTs 

than previously reported, with pronounced cooling from the Early to Middle Eocene and subsequent 

warming during the Late Eocene. Thus, we show that the Antarctic glaciation at the 

Eocene−Oligocene boundary was preceded by a period of heat accumulation in the low latitudes, 

likely focused in a progressively contracting South Atlantic gyre, which contributed to cooling high-

latitude austral regions. This prominent redistribution of heat corresponds to the emplacement of a 

strong meridional temperature gradient that typifies icehouse climate conditions. Our equatorial 

coccolith-derived geochemical record thus highlights an important period of global climatic and 

oceanic upheaval, which began 4 million years before the EOT and, superimposed on a long- term 

pCO2 decline, drove the Earth system toward a glacial tipping point in the Cenozoic. 
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Significance 

The long-term cooling trend of the Cenozoic is punctuated by shorter-term climatic events, such as 

the inception of permanent ice sheets on Antarctica at the Eocene−Oligocene Transition (∼33.7 

Ma). Taking advantage of the excellent state of preservation of coccolith calcite in equatorial 

Atlantic deep-sea cores, we unveil progressive tropical warming in the Atlantic Ocean initiated 4 

million years prior to Antarctic glaciation. Warming preceding glaciation may appear 



counterintuitive, but we argue that this long-term climatic precursor to the EOT reinforced cooling 

of austral high latitudes via the redistribution of heat at the surface of the oceans. We discuss this 

new prominent paleoceanographic and climatic feature in the context of over- arching pCO2 

decline and the establishment of an Antarctic circumpolar current. 

 

The warm, greenhouse Eocene Epoch exhibits climatic pat- terns that remain difficult to 

constrain, in part because of unreliable low-latitude sea surface temperature (SST) reconstructions 

(1). So far, only a handful of sites serve as a reference for climate history at low latitudes during the 

Eocene and the Eocene−Oligocene Transition (EOT): the nearshore Tanzania in the Indian Ocean 

[Tanzania Drilling Project (TDP)] (1, 2) and open ocean sites in the equatorial Atlantic [Ocean Drilling 

Program sites ODP 925 and 929] (3–5). These records exhibit rather conflicting proxy data for the 

TDP and overall long-term cooling for the Atlantic sites 925 and 929. There is, however, no clear and 

significant cooling trend from the Early to Middle Eocene that indicates the termination of the Early 

Eocene Climatic Optimum (Fig. 1A). Furthermore, recent quality-checked SSTs for ODP 925 and 929 

sites using the Ring Index indicate relatively similar temperatures between the Late Eocene and the 

Early Oligocene (5). In contrast, high-latitude sites are consistent in demonstrating appreciable 

cooling of austral subpolar regions during much of the Eocene (3, 4, 6–8). This apparent lack of 

substantial temperature change in the intertropical belt during the Eocene and across the EOT 

remains an enigmatic feature that complicates our understanding of the interplay between seawater 

temperatures at a global scale, pCO2, and changes in global ocean circulations in the context of new 

Southern Ocean gateways (9–14). The paucity of low-latitude data, especially in the Pacific Ocean, 

prevents the reconstruction of the latitudinal temperature gradient, much needed for the successful 

modeling of processes that drove the greenhouse to icehouse transition (10, 15, 16). 

As an alternative to the relatively poor preservation of the foraminifera and issues with the 

calibration of organic-based proxies (1, 5, 17), this study exploits the coccoliths as a source of 

paleoclimatic information. Coccolithophores, single-celled phytoplankton algae, are a key component 

of the carbon cycle and the ocean biological pump, and their calcite biominerals, the coccoliths, are a 

major component of pelagic sediments. Coccoliths are produced in the mixed layer and, as such, are 

ideally suited to record the chemistry and temperature of ocean surface waters. Their excellent 

preservation, even in warm and high pCO2 settings (18), may overcome methodological caveats 

associated with the absence or frequent recrystallization of foraminiferal shells (1, 2, 17). Recent 

culture and sedimentary studies have produced new coccolith-based proxies that make it possible to 

exploit this underexplored paleoclimatic archive (SI Materials and Methods) (19–21). In the present 



study, we used the established temperature dependence of oxygen isotope ratios of coccolith calcite 

gathered in size-restricted microfractions to calculate SSTs (Eq. 1; see SI Materials and Methods), 

accounting for local seawater δ18O values (6, 22) (Figs. S1 and S2) and the vital effect (19, 20) (Fig. 

S3). In sequences postdating the Late Miocene, large isotope vital effects have been reported in 

coccoliths (21). This was attributed to the consequence of relatively low pCO2 concentrations, as 

DIC/CO2aq limitation is thought to be the main cause of the vital effects in these biominerals (20, 21, 

23–27). In contrast, studies of laboratory cultures and downcore sediments indicate that the vital 

effect in coccoliths (regardless of taxonomy) was limited and invariant when pCO2 concentrations in 

the atmosphere were above ∼500 ppm, as was the case during the time period investigated (28, 29) 

(see SI Materials and Methods for further explanations on the relation between the environment and 

the expression of the vital effects in coccolith calcite). Beyond SST reconstruction using the oxygen 

isotope composition of the coccoliths, the carbon isotope offsets between coccoliths of distinct sizes, 

concentrated in the 5–8-μm and 3–5-μm microfractions (Δδ13Clarge-small) can be used to derive new 

pCO2 estimates that may complement existing alkenone-based data (Eq. 2; see Materials and 

Methods and SI Materials and Methods for details on the biogeochemical calibration for pCO2 

reconstruction). 

 

Results 

Equatorial SSTs. The new coccolith-derived SST curve at equatorial sites ODP 925 and 929 decreases 

across the Early to Middle Eocene transition from 38 °C to 30 °C (Fig. 1B). Middle Eocene coccoliths 

record temperature fluctuations of ∼4 °C from 47 Ma to 38 Ma, corroborating previous records that 

show an interval of climate instability (30–32) (Fig. 1B). During the Late Eocene (38 Ma to 34 Ma), the 

coccolith SST curve fluctuates less and exhibits a clear 6 °C warming trend. This protracted warming is 

distinct from the short-lived warmth at 40 Ma, commonly referred to as the Middle Eocene Climatic 

Optimum (MECO) (32). At the EOT, 33.7 Ma in the record, equatorial ocean temperatures were as 

high as they were during the late Early Eocene and subsequently underwent pronounced cooling 

with the development of permanent Antarctic ice sheets throughout the Early Oligocene.  

From a more methodological viewpoint, we note that the use of large (5–8 μm) or small (3–5 

μm) coccolith δ18O values and associated treatments of the vital effects give relatively similar SST 

estimates (Fig. S4). Nevertheless, our SST curve is mainly based on assemblages gathered in 

microfractions comprised between 3 μm and 5 μm, as these fractions are purer (Reticulofenestra- 

dominated, Figs. S5–S7) and less “contaminated” by foraminiferal fragments and nannoliths such as 

Discoaster sp. that are prone to diagenesis. 



The equatorial Atlantic SST estimates from the oxygen isotopes of diagenetically screened 

coccoliths (this study) and organic compounds (TEX86) from the same sites exhibit similar ranges, but 

the trends differ (Fig. 1). Recently published SSTs derived from TEX86 taking into account the Ring 

Index do not significantly vary before and across the EOT (5). The differences in SSTs in 

stratigraphically coeval sequences of the TDP in the Indian Ocean also remain difficult to interpret, 

especially as organic and inorganic-based proxy data conflict (Fig. 1A). Existing TEX86-derived 

estimates for the equatorial Pacific Ocean indicate relatively colder temperatures across the EOT, but 

the paucity of data and the lack of record spanning the Early to Late Eocene hamper a meaningful 

comparison of the long- term SST trends between oceanic basins (3). 

 

Coccolith-derived atmospheric CO2 levels. The pCO2 estimates obtained from coccolith inorganic 

δ13C values of distinct sizes show a progressive and long-term decrease of about 500 ppm over the 

late Middle Eocene to Early Oligocene (Fig. 2). This trend corresponds to a drop of ∼55 ppm of CO2 

per million-year period, which matches the long-term Cenozoic pCO2 decline (28, 33). The 

atmospheric CO2 concentrations presented in this study derive from concentrations of dissolved 

inorganic carbon (DIC) (Eq. 2; SI Materials and Methods and Figs. S8 and S9). Therefore, assumption 

of seawater pH (among other parameters; see SI Materials and Methods) is required to generate 

final atmospheric pCO2 estimates and associated errors. Use of a pH value of 8.05, according to the 

evaluation of ref. 34 in the tropics, provides pCO2 concentrations that fall within the range of 

previous estimates (14, 16, 28, 29, 35, 36). For reference, choosing a pH of 7.9 (37) would offset our 

curve by a factor of approximately +400 ppm without altering the trend (Fig. S9 C and D). 

It is well established that the decrease in global temperatures that occurred during the Eocene and 

more broadly in the Cenozoic arose, in part, from declining pCO2 concentrations (28, 38). However, in 

terms of rate, our Late Eocene pCO2 record does not depart from this long-term overarching trend 

(Fig. 2). Although all previous reports agree on this decrease in pCO2 during the Late Eocene, we must 

mention one exception to this, provided by recent work by ref. 16 showing higher Late Eocene pCO2 

values than in the Middle Eocene (Fig. 2). 

 

Discussion and implications for the long-term trigger of Antarctic glaciation 

Inception of a meridional temperature gradient. The Early Eocene recorded high temperatures at 

both low and high latitudes (Fig. 3 A and B), providing evidence for a small meridional temperature 

gradient between the equator and the Southern Ocean during this interval (ΔSST < 8 °C). Such a small 



temperature difference between low and high latitudes characterizes the greenhouse climate of the 

Early and early Middle Eocene (15, 39, 40). A low equator to subpolar temperature gradient persisted 

through most of the Middle Eocene, as ocean temperatures cooled at similar rates at both high and 

low latitudes (Fig. 3). Despite this apparently global cooling and continued decline in pCO2, 

greenhouse conditions persisted during the Middle Eocene. During the late Middle Eocene and the 

Late Eocene, as the temperature trends diverged with low-latitude warming and accentuation of 

cooling in the austral subpolar regions (Fig. 3 A and B), this interval thus corresponds to the inception 

and progressive development of a meridional temperature gradient, at least in the Atlantic Ocean. 

During the latest Eocene and Early Oligocene interval, warm tropical and distinctly cooler 

temperatures in the sub- Antarctic regions testify to a strong latitudinal gradient (∼20 °C around the 

EOT) akin to present-day values. Together with the development of permanent polar ice caps in 

Antarctica, from an oceanographic perspective, such a strong temperature gradient confirms firmly 

established icehouse conditions at the Eocene−Oligocene boundary. 

The extent to which the Late Eocene warming was emplaced in all equatorial regions remains 

difficult to establish. Indeed, no reliable equatorial SSTs exist for the Pacific Ocean, and the TDP data 

are too patchy for the Late Eocene to exhibit a possible warming stage of the tropics of the Indian 

Ocean (Fig. 1A). The Oi 1 isotopic event (41), and more broadly the EOT interval, are often mentioned 

to pinpoint the major flip from greenhouse to icehouse conditions in the Cenozoic (12, 42). Our work, 

however, shows that this prominent climate transition was not an abrupt and sudden event but was 

emplaced progressively consecutive to a 4-My-long period of change in the latitudinal distribution of 

oceanic heat. 

 

Major redistribution of oceanic heat during the Late Eocene. The causes of the Late Eocene 

oceanographic precursor to permanent Antarctic glaciation need to be discussed taking into account 

the documented environmental changes that occurred during the Middle Eocene–Early Oligocene 

interval. Two main climatic drivers are currently put forward to explain substantial polar cooling 

during this critical period of climate change: the decline in pCO2 levels and the opening of new 

Southern Ocean gateways (9, 13, 14, 43). During the Late Eocene, pCO2 concentrations continued to 

decline, an overarching phenomenon that may have contributed to reducing mean annual global 

temperatures (10). As the Late Eocene is not associated with increased atmospheric CO2 

concentrations (Fig. 2), reinvigorated greenhouse conditions and enhanced radiative forcing on 

temperatures cannot explain the equatorial warming. Rather, we suggest that the Late Eocene 

paleoceanographic and climatic changes are best explained by a major reorganization of ocean 



circulation. During the Late Eocene, a reduced supply of southward flowing warm waters from the 

tropical Atlantic toward the austral subpolar regions can account for accentuated cooling of the 

South Atlantic and the Southern Ocean. From an oceanic viewpoint, this process would correspond 

to progressive latitudinal contraction of the subtropical gyre. Isotopic tracers provide evidence for 

major reorganization in the circulation of deep ocean waters in the late Middle Eocene (11, 12). 

Meanwhile, the Northern Atlantic Ocean did not experience cooling, as coeval warming during the 

Late Eocene was reported from site ODP 913 at 70°N (4) (Fig. 3A), which suggests thermal decoupling 

between the Southern Ocean and the Atlantic Ocean during the Late Eocene. It is likely that the 

thermal difference between the low- and high-latitude austral surface waters of the Atlantic Ocean 

fueled a meridional overturning circulation before the establishment of a true thermohaline 

circulation after the EOT (13). 

Considering surface and deep ocean circulation upheaval together, the timing of such 

profound reorganization of oceanic currents, which began between 41 Ma and 38 Ma, is compatible 

with the opening of the Drake Passage (44–46). Neodymium isotope data further confirm the influx 

of SW Pacific surface waters through this newly opened seaway from 41 Ma onward (47). The 

emplacement of an Antarctic circumpolar current (ACC), in turn, led to the progressive thermal 

isolation of Southern Ocean and Antarctica, a phenomenon that continued as the gateways widened 

until the Late Oligocene (43, 46). The ACC is an efficient way to block warm surface waters entrained 

in subtropical gyres and reduce poleward heat transport. The intensity of the thermal isolation of 

Antarctica was subsequently reinforced at the Eocene−Oligocene boundary, when the deepening and 

widening of the Tasman ocean gateway led to permanent polar glaciation in Antarctica (13, 43, 48, 

49). 

 

Conclusions 

By providing reliable coccolith-derived SSTs for the equatorial Atlantic, this study reveals a clear 

divergence in temperature trends between the Southern Ocean and the equatorial Atlantic Ocean 

during the Late Eocene. The emplacement and subsequent entrenchment of a strong Atlantic 

meridional temperature gradient characterize a climate shift from greenhouse and icehouse 

conditions (15). This prominent change and meridional ocean reorganization predated the 

Eocene−Oligocene climate transition by ∼4 million years and was the likely consequence of the 

emplacement of an ACC. The opening of the Drake Passage led to major changes in ocean circulation, 

not only in the Southern Ocean, as previously established, but also with major consequences for the 

meridional Atlantic gyral and deep ocean currents. This precursor event heralding the EOT has to be 



taken into account to constrain the feedback mechanisms ultimately responsible for the permanent 

glaciation of Antarctica (50). The transition from greenhouse to icehouse conditions and the 

emplacement of a meridional temperature gradient are broad and global phenomena that likely 

influenced the processes of oceanic versus atmospheric heat transport from the equator to the poles 

(15). The accuracy of climate models in reproducing the latent heat transport is currently limited by 

large uncertainties in existing temperatures (10, 51, 52). Better constraints on temperature evolution 

at low latitudes are crucial in this regard, as most latent heat and moisture originate from tropical 

regions. Therefore, the documentation of a prominent Late Eocene equatorial warming may further 

our understanding on how the Earth system shifted from a greenhouse to an icehouse world from a 

modeling perspective. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Ocean study sites. We studied sediment samples consisting of calcareous nannofossil oozes with 

variable amounts of clays recovered from sites ODP 925A and 929E in the western equatorial Atlantic 

(map in Fig. 1A, Inset). Over the entire study interval (50 Ma to 30 Ma using the age model by ref. 

14), average carbonate content was 60 wt% (shipboard data), and the calcareous nannofossils 

assemblages are diverse and well preserved, whereas the foraminifera tests were systematically 

found to be recrystallized. 

Coccolith separation and isotopic analyses:  Diagenetic screening.  We applied the protocol 

described in ref. 53, based on a cascade of microfiltering steps, to obtain size-restricted assemblages. 

The microfractions between 5 μm and 8 μm were dominated by large coccoliths mostly belonging to 

the Coccolithus pelagicus group, whereas the 3–5 μm microfractions were found to concentrate 

relatively smaller reticulofenestrid coccoliths (Figs. S6 and S7). After separation, granulometry, and 

hence quality and purity, of each fraction was controlled under cross-polarized light using a Zeiss 

Axioscope microscope under 1575× magnification. The state of preservation of the coccoliths 

(etching and overgrowth) was checked for all of the microfractions under SEM (Zeiss Supra 55VP) 

(Fig. S5). Noncoccolith particles, such as discoasters (star-shaped or rosette calcareous nannoliths 

particularly prone to diagenetic alteration) and foraminiferal fragments, were retained in the coarse 

fractions (8–20 μm) preceding the 5–8-μm and 3–5-μm microfraction steps. The so-called micarbs 

corresponding to undetermined micrometric crystals (53) were discarded in the finest (<3 μm) 

fraction. 

Isotopic measurements. Oxygen and carbon isotope compositions were measured on 80 μg of 

microseparated sample residue reacted with purified phosphoric acid at 80 °C on a Kiel IV mass 



spectrometer at Université Pierre et Marie Curie. Stable isotope values were calibrated relative to 

the Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite (‰ VPDB) via the NBS-19 international standard. The reproducibility 

of measurements is ±0.1‰ (1σ) for δ18O and ±0.05‰ (1σ) for δ13C. 

SST and pCO2 reconstructions. To convert the “coccolith δ18O − seawater δ18O” offsets into 

temperature estimates, we used Eq. 1 derived from ref. 54. 

SST =  (1000 × 18.03) 

(1000 × ln [(1000 + (1.03091 × (𝛅𝟏𝟖𝐎𝐜𝐨𝐜𝐜𝐨 –  𝟏𝟖𝐎 𝐕𝐄)+ 30.91)) / (1000 + 𝛅𝟏𝟖𝐎𝐬𝐰)] + 32.17)
− 273.15 [1] 

Where SST is in degrees Celsius, δ18Ococco and oxygen isotope vital effect are in ‰ VPDB, and δ18Osw is 

in ‰ Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water (VSMOW). The variables of the equation are in bold. 

Please refer to SI Materials and Methods for the treatment of the oxygen isotope vital effect (18O VE) 

and the oxygen isotope composition of ancient seawater (δ18Osw). 

In the present study, we used a paleo-DIC equation derived from recent coccolithophore 

culture work with a geological perspective (19, 20). This proxy relies on the interspecies δ13C 

compositions (Δ13Clarge-small) of coccoliths of distinct sizes recently formalized in ref. 21. The range of 

measured Δ13Clarge-small in the Eocene–Oligocene sediment is within the range of cultured coccolith 

Δ13CCpel-Goc values, and the sizes of the coccoliths considered here are similar in both the natural and 

laboratory studies (14). A notable advantage of the proxy is that it does not require knowledge of 

δ13C of DIC (or CO2aq), as is the case for alkenone paleo-CO2 estimates. From the data of refs. 19 and 

20 collectively shown in Fig. S8B, the equation tying Δ13CCpel-Goc (hence Δ13Clarge-small) to DIC levels is as 

follows: 

DIC = 3759.1 exp(Δ13C) + 839.3, [2] 

where [DIC] is in micromoles of carbon per kilogram of seawater, and Δ13C = δ13Clarge − δ13Csmall is in ‰ 

VPDB (coccolith assemblages 5–8 μm and 3–5 μm, respectively). The variable of the equation is 

denoted in bold. 

The obtained DIC estimates were subsequently transformed into pCO2 estimates using 

Henry’s law. Further details on these methods are provided in SI Materials and Methods. 
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Fig. 1. Reconstructed equatorial SSTs during the Early Eocene to the Early Oligocene. (A) Multiproxy 

temperature estimates from the TDP (in red) indicate a warm and relatively stable Eocene climate 

(2). The blue curve denotes published TEX86-derived SSTs (3, 4) in the equatorial Atlantic showing 

relatively similar temperatures in the Eocene and the Early Oligocene. Note that alkenone 

temperatures (UK’
37) from ref. 3 are not presented, as they exceeded the upper limit of the proxy 

(i.e., >29 °C). For data source ODP 925 and 929, open symbols denote refs. 3 and 4, and filled 

symbols denote samples with a Ring Index > 0.6 from ref. 5; TDP data are from refs. 2 and 35. (Inset) 



The location map is modified from ref. 29. (B) Coccolith δ18O-derived temperatures from sites ODP 

925 and 929 applying Eq. 1. The raw isotope data are shown in Fig. S4A. A correction of the vital 

effect of 0.69‰ (SD = 0.11‰) was applied to coccoliths gathered into 3–5 μm fractions (see 

corresponding biogeochemical discussion in SI Materials and Methods). Disregarding the problem of 

the vital effect would translate the temperature curve by a constant −3.7 °C offset (see Fig. S4D for 

SSTs derived from the 5–8 μm fractions). Early to Middle Eocene cooling highlights the termination of 

the greenhouse period. After climate ups and downs in the Middle Eocene (30–32), including the 

Middle Eocene Climatic Optimum (MECO), a Late Eocene 6 °C warming predates the pronounced 

cooling seen coeval with the onset of glaciation during the Early Oligocene. (Inset) The SEM image 

shows a reticulofenestrid specimen from a sample at 42.1 Ma (see Fig. S5A for an edited version and 

the scale bar). 

 

 

Fig. 2. Evolution of atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations during the Middle Eocene to Early 

Oligocene. (A) Previously reported data indicating a decline in pCO2 throughout the study interval 

(14, 16, 29, 35). Note that the data from ref. 35 established from boron isotope composition of 

foraminifera from the TDP (solid diamonds) are those recently reevaluated by ref. 16. (B) Our pCO2 



coccolith-derived estimates with the pH assumed to be 8.05 (according to ref. 34) are compatible 

with previous reports, but they reveal a clear and a more progressive negative trend. The Late 

Eocene warming (Fig. 1B) does not coincide with pCO2 upheaval compared with a long-term record 

that would indicate fleeting reestablishment of the greenhouse period. Across the EOT (gray shaded 

area), these estimates are compatible with the modeled pCO2 threshold at 750 ppm, compatible with 

glaciation in Antarctica (55). 

 

 

Fig. 3. Meridional temperature gradient revealing the shift from greenhouse to icehouse conditions 

leading to the EOT. (A) Equatorial [ODP 925 and 929 (present study)] and sub-Arctic [ODP 913 (4)] 

SSTs show similar warming from 38 Ma to 40 Ma. (B) SST estimates from southern high-latitude sites 

exhibited more pronounced austral subpolar cooling from 40 Ma (data from refs. 4 and 8). High-



latitude bottom water temperatures are from ref. 6. (C) Evolution of the meridional (surface) 

temperature gradient calculated as the SST difference between the equatorial Atlantic and Southern 

Oceans. The onset of this gradient, linked to the initiation of ACC, highlights the transition from 

greenhouse to icehouse, leading to permanent ice sheets on Antarctica after the OI 1 event (41). 

 

 

Supporting Information 

SI Materials and Methods 

Constraints on local seawater oxygen isotope ratios over the studied interval. Generating SST 

estimates from the oxygen isotope composition of coccolith calcite requires knowledge of the oxygen 

isotope ratio of seawater (δ18Osw). The reconstruction of δ18Osw values in deep time is not 

straightforward and relies on a number of assumptions about the oxygen isotope budget of the 

global ocean (primarily linked to ice volume) and the effect of the hydrographic regime of the 

considered area, here the western equatorial Atlantic Ocean. In this study, we use published data (6, 

22, 56) to determine, independently of any interpretation relying on our final SST estimates, the 

absolute values of δ18Osw in the equatorial Atlantic surface waters where the coccoliths have 

calcified. As it is essential to ensure our reconstructed SST do not reflect the imposed variations in 

δ18Osw, we will assess the effect of this parameter in the paleotemperature curve over the Early 

Eocene to Early Oligocene interval. 

Over the Meso-Cenozoic, the isotopic ratio of the world ocean (δ18Osw “global”) has primarily evolved 

as a function of ice volume, and thus has fluctuated between ice-free values of −1.0‰ VSMOW (56) 

and values closer to zero during periods with more or less developed continental ice sheets, leaving 

relatively 16O-depleted oceanic waters [0‰ VSMOW in present days (56)]. During the Paleogene, 

δ18Osw values fluctuated between −1‰ and −0.3‰ (6). Our study interval comprises periods 

characterized by ice-free oceans in the Early Eocene, by small and/or transient ice caps in the Middle 

and Late Eocene, and by permanent glaciation during and after the EOT (6, 12, 30) (Fig. S1). Proxies 

for assessing global ocean δ18Osw include paired Mg/Ca and δ18O measurements from benthic 

foraminifera from high southern latitude sites (6), which are driven by deep waters formed from the 

downwelling of southern ocean surface waters (11). Mg/Ca ratios are used to independently assess 

temperature of calcification of foraminiferal tests and isolate the respective effect of temperature 

and δ18Osw variations from foraminiferal δ18O composition. Global ocean δ18Osw evolved from ice-free 

values (−1.0‰ VSMOW) before the Middle Eocene toward near-zero isotope ratios, thus describing 



an overarching positive trend during the study interval (Fig. S1). In the Middle and Late Eocene, 

minor and only fleeting excursions of about +0.3‰ to +0.4‰ are recorded, corresponding to 

ephemeral ice sheets, which are also inferred from sedimentological evidence (refs. 30 and 57 and 

references therein). The EOT is marked by a sharp ∼1‰ increase (“Oi 1,” ref. 41), followed by a 

decrease of 0.4‰ during the earliest Oligocene (from 32.9 Ma to 31 Ma), an evolution that matches 

the established onset of permanent ice cap on Antarctica and its subsequent partial melting in the 

earliest Oligocene, respectively (12).  

In the present study, SSTs are calculated by using local surface water δ18Osw in the equatorial 

Atlantic. Therefore, the global ocean value of ref. 6 needs to be corrected by the offset of equatorial 

Atlantic values from global ocean values. This offset, primarily controlled by the regional evaporation 

to precipitation ratio, has been quantified for the Early Eocene (22). According to this modeling 

experiment, surface waters at the equatorial Atlantic are enriched in heavy oxygen isotopes (+1‰ ± 

0.2‰) due to more evaporated waters compared with the global ocean, as is still the case in present-

day settings (58). Therefore, an equatorial Atlantic δ18Osw value of 0‰ (±0.2‰) is suitable for the 

Early Eocene. For youngest intervals in our sites, we derived local δ18Osw estimates by taking the 

global ocean δ18Osw curve of ref. 6 offset by the afore-mentioned coefficient (22) (Fig. S1). 

To date, the only studies that have used tropical δ18O values to derive Paleogene SSTs are 

from the Tanzanian sites (TDP) (1, 2, 59), but they predate the insightful modeling work by ref. 22 

that allowed refinement in δ18Osw estimates. The Early Eocene local value of −0.75‰ used by ref. 2 

for the TDP corresponds to an ice-free ocean (−1‰, according to ref. 6) and an offset from global 

ocean of +0.25‰, which agrees with ref. 22. For the Middle and Late Eocene, global ocean δ18Osw 

values fluctuated between −1‰ and −0.6‰. By applying the same offset for our studied location, 

local values are thus comprised between −0.75‰ and −0.35‰. It is worth noting that the figure of 

−0.5‰ used by ref. 2 for the Middle and Late Eocene is consistent with the mean value for this 

interval. Consequently, the values used in the present study and in ref. 2 are in line with recent 

evaluations of refs. 6 and 22. The differences between previously reported SSTs inferred from TDP 

foraminiferal δ18O and the new estimates from coccolith δ18O at sites ODP 925 and 929 cannot 

therefore arise from distinct treatment or uncertainties in the δ18Osw used to calculate temperature 

estimates. 

Coccolith δ18O compositions used to calculate SSTs are concurrently dictated by the 

temperature of calcification, the signal sought in our approach, and δ18Osw values of the mineralizing 

fluid (see Coccolith Oxygen Isotopes and SST Reconstructions for the vital effect problem). To verify 

that the weight of δ18Osw fluctuations in our temperature curve is only minor, we deconvolved the 



relative effect of temperature and δ18Osw by using an incremental approach between consecutive 

samples. Overall, there is no correlation between ΔSST and Δδ18Osw increments (r2 = 0.018 and P 

value = 0.48). The effect of δ18Osw change on temperature increments can be obtained via the slope 

of equation tying temperature and oxygen isotope ratios (−0.2‰/°C after ref. 60) and enables us to 

express δ18Osw variations in a temperature framework (which indicate a conservative temperature 

effect of 1.4 °C). Therefore, we can confidently assess that there is no influence of the δ18Osw values 

on our final SST estimates (Fig. S2). More specifically, the magnitude of temperature changes across 

the Early to Middle Eocene (cooling) and late Middle Eocene to the EOT (warming) cannot be the 

result of the imposed δ18Osw. For the latter event, which is the key finding of the present study, it 

further appears that the applied δ18Osw change would, in fact, underevaluate the +6 °C warming. 

 

 Background information on coccolith biogeochemistry and the vital effects. Following on 

from the pioneering work by Dudley et al. (61), 30 years of research on the biogeochemistry of the 

coccolithophores have led to a better understanding of the mechanisms responsible for the isotopic 

departure of coccoliths from inorganically precipitated calcite, the so-called “vital effect.” A series of 

cultures of these phytoplanktonic calcifiers in the laboratory have provided empirical calibrations and 

a mechanistic understanding of the vital effect that allow circumventing this classical problem in 

paleoceanography. Furthermore, these studies have progressively highlighted the potential of these 

biominerals to decipher paleoenvironments in complement to the foraminiferal archive (19–21, 23, 

27, 62–66). Examining geologically relevant coccolithophore species exposed to a wide range of 

ambient DIC concentrations/pCO2, a relaxation of the expression of the vital effects, imprinting both 

carbon and oxygen isotope systems, has become apparent (19, 20, 23). Diminished vital effects are 

thought to be the result of alleviated carbon limitation that arguably exists in the aforementioned 

cultures implemented at present-day and under post-Miocene pCO2 values (20, 21, 23, 25, 27, 65, 

67–69). The concept of environmentally driven vital effects (68) is able to reconcile culture and 

natural environment data and, as such, provides valuable insights in paleoceanography. 

 Using culture data on extant species, we formalize here a calibration between coccolith 

calcite δ18O values and temperature, on one hand, and δ13C and DIC/pCO2 levels, on the other hand. 

Overall, it appears that the coccolith proxies rely on the distinct size of coccolith, and therefore that 

of the cell, rather than on true interspecies differences. Based on these morphological (size) grounds, 

the species that serve as analogs of ancient coccoliths encountered in sites ODP 925 and 929 

sediments are Gephyrocapsa oceanica, representing the descendant of Reticulofenestra coccoliths 

within the Noelaerhabdaceae lineage, and C. pelagicus, representing the Coccolithus group. The sizes 



of these modern forms of coccoliths indeed fall within a 3–5-μm and 5–8-μm range, respectively (14, 

70). We must note that G. oceanica has usually slightly smaller cell than Reticulofenestra and, as 

such, may have a lower carbon demand than its ancestors. This difference in cell volume to surface-

area ratio would require size normalization of the vital effect. However, it appears that 

reticulofenestrid coccoliths retrieved from equatorial sites exhibit very similar sizes to cultured G. 

oceanica, with only small variations (14); therefore, such a correction was not applied in the present 

study. 

 

 

Coccolith oxygen isotopes and SST reconstructions. 

Biogeochemical calibration. Most modern coccolith species precipitate calcite away from 

equilibrium conditions in the oxygen isotope system, as a result of carbon limitation (54, 71, 72). The 

range of interspecific coccolith δ18O has been found to be considerable in culture (on the order of 

4‰). The Paleogene, however, temporally predates the “Late Miocene threshold” (21) and elevated 

pCO2 levels induced much more limited oxygen vital effects (Fig. S3). Overall, the culture datasets 

(19, 20) indicate that a coccolith-integrated coefficient of the vital effect between 0.4‰ and 0.9‰ 

would need to be applied in Eq. 1 (see Materials and Methods) to transform coccolith δ18O values 

into SST estimates under a high pCO2 regime. We can calculate a residual oxygen isotope vital effect 

at pCO2 higher than 500 ppm for each species. For Coccolithus coccoliths, it is 0.51‰ ± 0.15‰, and, 

for Reticulofenestra coccoliths, it is 0.69‰ ± 0.11‰. These SDs would indicate an uncertainty in 

coccolith δ18O-derived SST estimates less than 0.8 °C for both species (see below).  

Another possible uncertainty in our paleo-vital effect calibration pertains to seawater pH. 

Indeed, the proposed pH values for the Paleogene ocean are lower than today’s values, as a 

consequence of higher pCO2 levels (34, 73). The two coccolithophore species serving here as 

reference have been grown over a wide range of medium pH, and their δ18O analyzed (23). There 

was no apparent effect on C. pelagicus, which consistently exhibits δ18O values close to inorganic 

calcite reference, but, for G. oceanica, in contrast, δ18O values decreased by a factor of ∼0.5‰ from 

pH 8.2 to 7.4. Bearing in mind that these culture data were obtained at the present-day pCO2 level, it 

can arguably be conceived that decreased oxygen isotope vital effect in the laboratory is the 

consequence of elevated CO2aq at low pH (23). Therefore, we did not apply any pH correction on the 

stable isotope compositions of Paleogene Coccolithus and Reticulofenestra coccoliths. 



Sedimentary data also confirm diminished expression of the oxygen isotope vital effect in 

coccolith calcite compared with present-day (relatively low pCO2) settings, as the range of 

Δ18Oforaminifera−coccolith offset was only minor during the Paleogene (53, 74, 75). A downcore Pleistocene 

record (therefore postdating the Late Miocene) provides a paleo-vital effect framework for 

gephyrocapsid coccoliths and confirms the pCO2 dependence of the oxygen isotope vital effect (25). 

By extrapolating the oxygen isotope vital effect above a pCO2 value of 500 ppm, it would appear that 

this isotopic phenomenon is indeed vanished. This field validation of laboratory findings is an 

important aspect lending support to the robustness of the oxygen isotope paleo-vital effects applied 

in the present study (19, 20) and, overall, validates the fact that disregarding the vital effect in the 

numerous attempts to reconstruct SST from bulk or sediment fine fraction δ18O in the Jurassic, 

Cretaceous, and Paleogene worlds seems to be justified. 

Error on SST figures. Each variable parameter used in Eq. 1 needs to be associated with a specific 

error, and a cumulative and propagated uncertainty in our SST estimates ought to be calculated (Fig. 

S4). For coccolith calcite δ18O measurement, the analytical error is 0.1‰ VPDB. For seawater δ18O, it 

is 0.2‰ VSMOW (see Constraints on Local Seawater Oxygen Isotope Ratios over the Studied 

Interval). The SD of the oxygen isotope vital effect (18O VE) is 0.11‰ for Reticulofenestra. The error 

associated with the vital effect free δ18O (i.e., the “δ18Ococcolith – 18O VE” term in Eq. 1) is 

√(0.12 + 0.112), hence 0.15. When the extremes of each individual variable are propagated through 

Eq. 1, it then appears that the conservative uncertainty in SST reconstruction is on the order of 1.6 °C 

(the error bars reported in Fig. 1B). 

 The SST estimates presented in this study derive from well-preserved (reticulofenestrid) 

coccoliths (Figs. S5−S7), and, especially, they are barren of calcite overgrowth, implying that they 

convey a pristine δ18O record. Some coarser particles, however, may pervade into the 3–5-μm 

assemblages due to imperfections in the screen membranes used (see details in ref. 53). In all of the 

3–5 μm fractions presented in the present study, the calcite mass of the fraction is composed by, at 

least, 90 wt% of coccolith calcite (Figs. S6 and S7). Assuming a conservative “contamination” of the 

5–8 μm fractions, the δ18O of which is known, we can, by a simple mass balance equation, assess the 

effect of this purity on our final SSTs. Overall, this effect is only minor, as one may expect on the basis 

of similar δ18O values observed between the 3–5 μm and 5–8 μm fractions and relative similar vital 

effects applied to Gephyrocapsa and Coccolithus coccoliths (Fig. S4E). 

 

Formalizing a CO2 proxy based on coccolith carbon isotopes.  



Interspecies Δ13C offset and ambient CO2 (DIC) levels. The pCO2 proxy presented here (Eq. 2) is 

based on a compilation of data from two distinct laboratory culture studies performed on different 

strains of G. oceanica and C. pelagicus (19, 20) (Fig. S8A). These studies have examined the evolution 

of coccolith δ13C under a wide range of pCO2/DIC levels compatible with Paleogene and Neogene 

values. Interspecific δ13C composition of coccoliths is primarily the result of differences in the volume 

to surface-area ratios (themselves scaling cell size) in coccolithophores. These parameters (among 

others) control carbon limitation and ultimately dictate the magnitude of the vital effect (20, 21). We 

note that the size of the cultured G. oceanica coccoliths and that of sedimentary specimens gathered 

into size fractions at site ODP 925 are similar (14); the same observation applies for Coccolithus, thus 

providing a suitable culture-based calibration for our study case. 

From seawater DIC estimates to atmospheric CO2 concentrations. In seawater, the concentration of 

DIC is conservative, meaning that the total amount of inorganic carbon species is not temperature-or 

pH-dependent, in contrast to aqueous CO2 concentrations (CO2aq). We then need to account for the 

following parameters (76) to generate atmospheric pCO2 estimates, noting that points i and iii are 

common with the alkenone-based proxy: (i) temperature and salinity, as they set the exchange 

between CO2g and CO2aq and between dissolved DIC species; (ii) seawater pH values, as they set the 

relative proportion of CO2aq with respect to DIC; and (iii) the air−surface ocean disequilibrium at the 

considered paleolocation. 

 Using the CO2CALC software (77), we converted our DIC estimates into atmospheric CO2 

concentrations assuming a range of pH between 7.9 and 8.05, as per refs. 34 and 73, using the 

temperatures from our SSTs derived from coccolith δ18O values (Fig. 1B), and assuming a constant 

salinity of 35 (Fig. S9 C and D). Last, according to ref. 29, the surface ocean water mass was at near-

equilibrium with the atmosphere at sites ODP 925 and 929, so we did not apply any final correction. 

Compared with the alkenone-based CO2 barometry, we do not make an assumption about the 

relative contribution of CO2 and HCO3
− to photosynthetic carbon fixation; as for calcification, HCO3

− 

(hence DIC) is the ultimate carbon substrate used by the coccolithophores to calcify (78). 

Cumulative errors on pCO2 estimates. The error bars reported on the pCO2 estimates (Fig. 2B) 

denote the cumulative error associated with the biogeochemical calibration (taking the confidence 

limits of the exponential function), uncertainty in SST estimates (seawater δ18O values are given 

±0.2‰ VSMOW after ref. 22), and the analytical error in the δ13C measurement [√(0.052 + 0.052) = 

0.07‰ VPDB]. The uncertainty in our DIC evaluation is thus rather small (<75 ppm) and has little 

effect on our pCO2 reconstruction. It corresponds, on average, to less than 9% of the reconstructed 

values. The effect of uncertainty in temperature (±0.8 °C) is negligible (<10 ppm). Consequently, the 



curves describing paleo-CO2 and paleo-DIC estimates are broadly parallel (Fig. S9 C and D), the latter 

being uninfluenced by external parameters (SST) of the calibration. This point is of particular 

importance in our study, considering that we compare our new pCO2 and SSTs, and thus avoid 

circularity. The temperature effect in our pCO2 estimates is not significant (±30 ppm over the entire 

studied interval), confirming that both parameters are decoupled. The effect of salinity, for 

reference, is small. Taking a salinity value of 33 would only affect the CO2 values by a negligible CO2 

amount, on the order of 10 ppm, compared with the salinity of 35 taken in our derivations. In 

contrast, the pH effect is a much greater source of uncertainty in the final pCO2 estimates. Rather 

than propagating errors bars on a favored pH assumption, we have chosen to show distinct curves in 

Fig. S9 C and D, either using pH 8.05 or 7.9 (34, 73). 

 

Fig. S1. Seawater oxygen isotope composition used to calculate temperature estimates in the present 

study. Reconstructed δ18Osw values are from refs. 2 and 6. EOGM, Eocene−Oligocene Glacial 

Maximum 



 

Fig. S2. A posteriori comparison between the paleotemperature estimates obtained in the present 

study and δ18Osw values used. (A) SST evolution from reticulofenestrid δ18O, as shown in Fig. 1B. (B) 

Increments in δ18Osw steps between two consecutive samples converted into temperature 

equivalents. 

 



Fig. S3. Evolution of oxygen isotope vital effect (coccolith δ18O offset from inorganic values) with 

increasing pCO2 for C. pelagicus (gray symbols) and G. oceanica (black diamonds) in culture. Data 

source is ref. 19 (black diamonds and gray circles) and ref. 20 (all other datapoints). When grown at 

high pCO2, the two species of interest precipitate calcite isotopically heavier than the inorganic 

reference (54) (vertical dashed line). Calcidiscus leptoporus and Emiliania huxleyi isotopic behaviors 

are indicated, for reference only, with open squares. The datapoints for G. oceanica and C. pelagicus 

used to calculate the magnitude of the vital effect above a 500-ppm pCO2 threshold are circled in 

red. 

 



 

Fig. S4. (A) Raw bulk and coccolith fraction δ18O values, (B) applied δ18Osw values (6, 22), and (C and 

D) comparison in the reconstructed SST estimates with correction of the vital effect for (C) small and 

(D) large coccoliths. (E) The negligible effect of the presence of 20% of coarser calcite particles (from 



the adjacent 5–8 μm fraction) on our SST reconstruction mainly based on 3–5 μm microfractions (Fig. 

1B). 

 

 

Fig. S5. Close-up of coccolith specimens showing the excellent preservation state of the coccoliths: 

(A) Reticulofenestra sp.sample at 42.1Ma and (B) C. pelagicus sample at 30.0 Ma. Slight etching of the 

coccoliths may be the result of the microseparation technique, but the absence of notable calcite 

overgrowth on the coccoliths is evident. Scale bars are inset. 

 



 

Fig. S6. Cross-polarized micrographs of 3–5 μm microseparated fractions distributed throughout the 

studied interval and showing a high relative abundance (>80%) of small coccoliths. (A) Oligocene 

sample (31 Ma). (B) Late Eocene sample (34.2 Ma). (C) Middle Eocene sample (41.9 Ma). Scale bars 

are inset. 



 

Fig. S7. SEM micrograph showing the high abundance of relatively small coccoliths in the 3–5 μm 

microfractions (example from the Oligocene sample at 30.0 Ma). Scale bar is inset. 

 

 

Fig. S8. Culture-derived relationship between coccolith carbon isotopes and ambient DIC levels. (A) 

Offset between the coccolith carbon isotope composition and that of DIC in the culture medium. 

(Inset) Data are from refs. 19 and 20. (B) Expression of the interspecies (intersize) correlation using 

an exponential fit between Δ13C (δ13CCpel – δ13CGoc) and DIC concentrations in culture medium (left 

vertical axis) and, for reference, ambient aqueous CO2 (right vertical axis). 



 

 



Fig. S9. (A) Raw δ13C values of the 3–5 μm coccolith microfractions, (B) comparison between the 

estimates of paleo-DIC concentrations from the bio-geochemical calibration, and (C and D) pCO2 

estimates applying two distinct seawater pH values: (C) 7.9 and (D) 8.05. 


